space and that a dense subset S of X is not C -embedded in X; does there then exist a two-valued function in C (S) with no continuous exten- All topological spaces are assumed to be completely regular.
The set of all bounded, continuous, real-valued functions on X will be denoted by C (X). A subspace 5 of X is C -embedded in X iff every function in C iS) can be extended to a function in C (X). The Stone-Cech compactification of X is denoted as jSX; that is fiX is the compactification of X in which X is C -embedded. 
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Let Sa=Kx, a):x e U^^i and S= \JaeW Sa. Then S C I x W.
Topologize S using the relative topology from I x W.
Note that the collection of all neighborhoods of (x, a) of the form Kr> y)'-y < t < z and 8 < y < a\ where y < x < z and y and z belong to
[Jo>a Ib is a basis of open-closed neighborhoods of (x, a) since \JR>a 'r is dense in /.
Let X = S U [2[. We define a topology on X as follows. S will be an open subspace of X. A neighborhood of 2 is any set U containing 2 such that 2 £ U and there is a (3 £ W such that \{x, a):a > (3\C U.
Since every neighborhood of 2 intersects X, S is dense in X. Also, S is completely regular since SC/xff where both / and W are completely regular.
A consequence of the following proof that X is zero-dimensional is that X is normal. So X is, clearly, completely regular.
To show that X is zero-dimensional, I will show that any two disjoint If not, then for every integer n, there is a point (yn, a^) such that x -1/zz < y < x + l/n and a > a and /((y , a )) / fi{x, a)). But x is the limit Jn n x ' v n n ' x of iyn! and some a' £ W is the limit of ic-n!, so by the continuity of /, f(\x, a )) 4 /((x, ct )) which is a contradiction since a' > a^. Similar arguments establish the existence of UQ and U.. Proof. Since X is zero-dimensional, /3X is zero-dimensional and 5 is dense in /SX. Since F £ C iS) cannot be extended to X, F cannot be extended to (iX. But every two-valued function in C (5) extends to X and hence to /6X. So /3X is a compact zero-dimensional space which satisfies Theorem 1.
